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recently purchased a nice
wolfworth 24-105 zoom
lens with a 200-300mm

focal length. Its just
cheap, except for the

zoom part (which is not
that great). I was

wondering what the
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average price of average
used lenses is. Also, are
there any sites or forums

that show used
equipment. I could only

find one site that I wasn't
crazy about. Sorry, my

newbie eyes. I just
bought a 300mm f/4

nikon zoom and it seems
to be a decent lens,

haven't used it yet. Also,
I know of a place that

offers used gear but it is
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about an hour away and
they have all the top

brands. I just bought a
300mm f/4 nikon zoom

and it seems to be a
decent lens, haven't used

it yet. Also, I know of a
place that offers used
gear but it is about an

hour away and they have
all the top brands. it's
meant to be an ok lens

but it's pretty hard to find
good stuff used, it's more
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like a disposable lens.
also, the bodies are low
price I recently bought a
nice wolfworth 24-105

zoom lens with a
200-300mm focal length.
Its just cheap, except for
the zoom part (which is
not that great). I was
wondering what the

average price of average
used lenses is. Also, are
there any sites or forums

that show used
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equipment. I could only
find one site that I wasn't

crazy about. Sorry, my
newbie eyes. Any help

would be greatly
appreciated. What brand,
name, retailer? I tried to
search for ~40mm vs.
300mm f/4 vs. 24-105,

most of which yield TONS
of hits (many of them are

the ones you would
want). Not sure why you
don't get better results...
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What brand, name,
retailer? I tried to search
for ~40mm vs. 300mm
f/4 vs. 24-105, most of

which yield TONS of hits
(many of them are the
ones you would want).
Not sure why you don't
get better results... All
prices listed are $USD.
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